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We give an elementary proof of a generalization of the classical discrete Gronwall inequality 
(Xn <an+ ~j=n on-I bjxj, n=n o .... ,N, implies xn <_a* l-lj=no (l a*=max{aj:j=no . . . . .  N}, 
n = no .. . . .  N)  which improves the description of the multiplier a* to a minilhum, rather than a 
maximum, over a certain subset of indices in {no ..... N}. 
Given a system of  difference equations X.+ I = Xn + Fn(X.), F. : ~P ~ ~. p, 
n =0, 1, ..., consider the effect o f  small perturbations ~n on the solutions of  
.I~',,+ 1=Xn+ Fn(f(n) + ~.  I f  the initial value f(o is identical with Xo, how far is f(lV 
f rom XN, at most? 
The natural way to proceed with a question like this is to sum over n from n = 0 
to n = N-  1 on the left and right hand sides of both 
Xn + l - Xn = Fn(Xn), 
Y;,,+ - YC.= + ¢,, 
to obtain 
N- I  N - I  
XN--  XN= "So- Xo + 2 (Fn(f(.) - Fn(Xn)) + E Cn. 
n=0 t /=0 
Suppose that the functions F~ are Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constants 
L~ > 0, and set -Y0 = X0. We get 
N-1  
+ ~ Lnlf[n-Xnt , (1) 
n=O 
N•I IXN--Xul-- 
n=0 
and therein lies the problem. Instead of an unambiguous upper bound on the error 
tXN--XN], we find it, still undetermined, on both sides of inequality (1). 
Readers who know differential and difference quations will find this situation 
familiar. It comes up in dealing with 'uniqueness of solutions under a Lipschitz con- 
dition', 'continuous dependence on a parameter', etc. The device which resolves 
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such questions now goes under the generic name of Gronwall's inequality, after 
T.H. Gronwall [1] who developed an idea of Peano [3]. Gronwall 's inequality has 
undergone and continues to undergo substantial generalization [4], [2]. 
Our elementary proof of a discrete version of Gronwall's inequality concentrates 
on and improves the characterization of the multiplier ao in (3), (4), below. This 
version seems unavailable in the existing literature, and the proof does not mimic 
those of continuous parameter versions. 
Lemma. Let {Xn}n~0, {an}n°~=o and {bn}n~=O be sequences o f  real numbers, with the 
b~ >_ O, which satisfy 
n-1  
x n<_a n+ ~. bjxj, n=n o , n o+l , . . .  (2) 
j=t/0 
For any integer N> no, let S(no, N)  {k where k- 1 bj)) l = xk(Hj=,°(1 + - is maximized 
in {no, . . . ,N}}.  Then, for  any OeS(no, N),  
n-1  
xn <- ao 1"I (1 + bj), n = no,..., N. (3) 
j -~ ll 0 
In particular, 
n- - I  
xn<-min{ao" O~S(no, N)} l-I (1 +bj),  
J =/'/0 
n = no,..., N. (4) 
Proof.  Multiply across both sides of (2) by ~j,n=-(l-l injl( l+bi)) -1 with j=n  0, 
and note that ~j, n bj = ~j+ 1, ~ - ~j, ~ . 
n--I  
xnflno, n<anflno, n+ ~ (xjflno~j)(flj, nbj), n=no, . . . ,N .  (5) 
j=t/0 
If 0 is any value at which xjfln0,j takes on its maximum in {no, . . . ,N},  then (5) 
relaxes to 
n-1  
j=t l  0 
n = no,...,  N. (6) 
Set n = 0 in (6), and simplify the telescoping summation to obtain 
xnfln~, <Xofln~o<-ao, n=no, . . . ,N ,  
which is (3). Since 0 is arbitrary in S(no, N),  (4) follows at once. [] 
We can answer the question posed earlier about the solutions of difference qua- 
tions under perturbation as follows. Inequality (1) has precisely the form of (2), with 
Xn- [ f (n -Xn[ .  Accordingly, the maximum displacement of the two solutions at 
time n =N can not be larger than 
k N-1  
max ~0~n l-I (1 + Ln). 
O<_k<_N-1 n= n=O 
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